
SUPER CLEAR AND ULTRA WIDE 

VISUAL WITH A TOTAL SEAMLESS

VIDEO WALL SOLUTION

130” 4K UHD
2.8mm Ultra-Slim Bezel to Bezel



1.4mm ULTRA SLIM BEZEL 

VIDEO WALL FUNCTION

HIGH PERFORMANCE, ALL-DAY STABLE

The video wall solution combines the outstanding performance of the LG 4K UHD display panel, our 

unique LED backlight technology, and trendy ultra-slim 1.4mm bezel design. The result is a maximized

display area, improved image integrity, expanded viewing range, and perfect visual presentation of 

advertising content. The sturdy metal casing is robust and easy to install for all purposes, thus effectively

reducing the enormous cost of installation and labor and providing shopping centers, hotels, department

stores, offices, stations, airports, schools and other commercial locations with a high quality professional

grade commercial digital video wall solution.



BREATHTAKING VISUALS BEYOND THE IMAGINABLE

UNIFORM COLOR AND STUNNING CONTRAST PERFECT 

FROM EVERYANGLE

Commercial Grade, High Performance, Stable

The monitor is equipped with industry-leading display performance and technology. Screen response is

faster and more stable thanks to horizontal switching technology and S-IPS (In-Plane Switching) which

alter the orientation of liquid crystal molecules, resulting in high performance and stable operations that

satisfy the diverse professional display requirements of our customer

IPS Panel vs. VA Panel

Video Wall Function

The video wall tile function and built-in screen position ID offer endless possibilities in creating amazing

visuals.



Super Narrow Bezel Design Perfection

With the 1.4mm Super Narrow Bezel, a 2 x 2 four screen display can be integrated to produce visual

imaging of seamless perfection.

High Fidelity, Crystal Clear Image

Designed with super high resolution that is four times that of Full HD and an S-IPS panel, the monitor

features a unique color optimization function that improves the purity of colors and blacks for a more

vivid image.

1960 pixels 3840 pixels

Low Power Consumption for a Greener Environment

The IPS technology is more environmentally friendly. Improved and more reasonable arrangement of 

liquid crystal molecules has decreased the thickness of the liquid crystal layer, while changes made to

screen transmittance have not only improved image quality but resulted in a panel that is thinner and 

more energy-efficient.

4K UHDHD
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Outstanding Dynamic Images

Dynamic images are more fluid, clear, and detailed, issues of motion blur and jitters in traditional displays

have been completely eliminated. The display is perfectly suitable for use as digital billboards, which

require ultra-high image quality, and fulfills the requirements for rapid motion display.

Wide Viewing Angle, Bright and Natural Colors

The unique color inversion, brightness switching performance, and 178 degree viewing angle result in a

color distortion rate, i.e. the degree in which colors change depending on viewing angle, that is barely

visible to the naked eye. The colors are bright, saturated and the image quality natural and perfectly 

consistent, regardless of viewing angle

IPS
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Screen Size 1216.4(W) x 687.8(H) x 90(D)mm 1437(W) x 814(H) x 110(D)mm

Pixel Pitch 0.630 x 0.630

Surface Treatment Matte finish

Aspect Ratio 16:09

Brightness 500 cd/m²

6000:1

Displayable Colors 16.7M

Response Time (typical) 6.5ms

Viewing Angle 178° Vert., 178° Hor. with CR>10

Refresh Rate 20Hz-60Hz

Light Life 60,000hrs

Connectivity

Input HDMIx1/VGAx1/DVI-Dx1/BNCx1/RJ45x1/ISPDEBUGx1

Output BNCx1/RS-232

Power

Power Consumption

Voltage AC110V-240V 50/60Hz

Environmental Conditions

Operating Temperature 32-122°F / 0-50°C

Weight 17.15KG 24KG

Model No. SLI-MN055F SLI-MN065F

Panel

178W/<1W 265W/<1W

Specifications
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Contrast Ratio (typical)

2x2 TV Wall Size 2432.8(W) x 1375.6(H) x 90(D) mm 2874(W) x 1628(H) x 110(D) mm

Backlight Type LED Back-lit

Resolution UHD 3840x2160

Panel Technology S-IPS

Active Screen Area 1209.6(H) x 680.4(V)mm 1428.48(H) x 803.52(V)mm

http://www.actpower.com.tw/

